Let N denote a crossnorm whose associate N' is also a crossnorm [5, p. 208] . Then, the cross-space Ei®nEí determines uniquely a "conjugate space" (Ei®NE2)' and an "associate space" Ei ®n'E2 . It is shown [5, p. 205] that Ei ®N'E2 is always included in (Ei®nE2)'. While there are many known examples of cross-spaces for which the associate space coincides with the conjugate space-for example, the cross-space generated by the self-associate crossnorm constructed for Hubert spaces by F. J. Murray and John von Neumann [3, p. 128] and [5, pp. 212 -214]-it is not without interest to construct a cross-space for which the associate space forms a proper subset of the conjugate space ( § §1-2).
For reflexive Banach spaces Ei, E2 (that is, such that 25/' =Ei), and a reflexive crossnorm N [6, p. 500], the reflexivity of Ei®^E2 implies (Ei®nE2)'-Ei ®N'Ei [6, p. 505]. Thus, the finding of the exact conditions imposed upon reflexive Banach spaces and a reflexive crossnorm for which the resulting cross-space is reflexive is closely connected with the above-mentioned problem.
In §1, we show that for a "natural crossnorm" N, L'®nL' is a proper subset of (L®NL)'. In §2 we prove that for a "natural crossnorm" N, V®ud' is a proper subset of (/ ® nI) '• In §3 we show that for any p > 1, lp ® nIi is not reflexive, provided l/p + l/q = 1 and N denotes the least crossnorm whose associate is also a crossnorm [5, p. 208 dsdt.
Proof. The proof is elementary. In particular, the invariance of the norm under equivalence can be readily verified, since the equivalence of two expressions Z?-i/i(5)®0i«, TT-iSi(s)®ii(t) implies T.7-i/i(s)<tx(t)=T,?-igAs)íj(t) for almost every s and almost every 2. Lemma 1.2. L{i)®nL(d=L (2) .
Proof. Obviously, 3Ly(¿(i), ¿(d)C¿(2).
Since ¿ (2) is complete, the closure of 2Ijv(
On the other hand, it is well known that functions in ¿(2> can always be approximated in norm by a sequence of expressions {£&i/t(B,00</>t(B)(2)}, where /*(")(s)G¿(1), <¿*<»> (2) G¿(d-This completes the proof.
Proof. The proof may be found in [l, p. 65].
Proof. This is a consequence of Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3. Proof. The proof is elementary. In particular, the previous remark shows that the norm is invariant under equivalence. Lemma 2.2. l®ifl = a.
Proof. Clearly, every matrix with a finite number of rows in a, and every infinite matrix (a,-,,)Go is the limit of the sequence of finite rowed square matrices (a<,,)ílí;2;!;;;ñ; » = 1, 2, • • • . Thus, ü(ZI®nI. On the other hand, every element of 2l(Z, 2") belongs to a. Since a is complete, 1®nIC.ü. This completes the proof. Theorem 2. l'®Nd' is a proper subset of (1®nI)'.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that m®N>m is a proper subset of f) (Lemmas 2.3, 2.4), or that not every bounded matrix can be approximated by a sequence of matrices of finite rank. We shall show that the bounded infinite matrix (of,;), where (5f,;) = l if, and only if, i=j, otherwise 5f,; = 0, cannot be approximated by a sequence of bounded matrices of finite rank, that is, does not belong to m®N>m. To see that, we notice first that every bounded matrix (bi, 
